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Abstract
Construction of any projects brings the different degrees of environmental change and change of people also not limited to construction. Therefore, the project definition may be reset the boundaries, or subject to various expectations and interpretations by different stakeholders which are discussed briefly in this paper. The project opportunities may benefit from the practice of stakeholders’ management. Using a systematic judgment and participating theory combination will contribute to the theory and practice in managing the project efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The initial phase of a project’s life cycle is a common source of difficulty in the development process is to complete an incomplete opportunity [1]. Meanwhile, the development of the project can affect the various positive or negative interests [2]. The main empirical question: How can the level of completeness of the project opportunity are evaluated in the account for the difference between shareholders for the benefit of a better project results among public disaster projects. The research is being conducted to develop a project that will help in the project planning project partnership phase gradually, with adequate consideration of partners’ inputs at the planning stage, with the help of measuring the completeness of the project convection, and this will create a better project results [3]. Literature proposes that the project's scope definition practice and stakeholder management are two separate domains, which are often investigated separately.

Strategies for the improvement of any product quality distribution, organized development and the tools effect the distribution of the different jobs of the project [4]. The diversity of the project features and the environment for the research and development organization, distribution patterns gradually continued among the most popular methods of investigation, the most preferred methods are the most effective. In these paper job duties of project manager, role of project officer is discussed briefly in Section II and Section III respectively.

II. JOB DUTIES OF A PROJECT MANAGER
In order to complete a specific project, the project manager will first need to prepare a method of action [5]. Overhead time is scheduled and used to set up a distribution meeting. Successful project to administrative single layer attend the meeting.

The important planning and budget work is to make the project manager additional demand for a particular project [6]. The manager should prepare a report regarding the concern project. The report includes also extra time for specifications to work and description; extra time to adjust management issues among local groups’ leaders and project manager. Few important task of the project management is discussed here.

A. Risk Management
Risk management is one of the main tasks of a project manager. To reduce different risk factors must collect all required information related to project execution. Prediction and proper estimation of the risk is one of the important tasks of the project manager [7]. Regular monitoring of the project and various risk factors is essential to proper documented.

Any critical risk of any scheme is required to monitor periodically and take corrective action as per requirement. Different information collection and monitoring of the project is essential. Sometimes it appears an expensive but it is required for future references for the future important start-up project.

B. Timescales
The project's detailed tasked is required to schedule in an approximate time scale with proper deadline. The schedule may be based on demand of the project and priority of the each and every individual tasked based on the work. It is an essential duty of the project manager must maintain the work scheduling properly [8]. Usually every task required to complete before each deadline.

C. Communication
Project work is a team work. It is important to work together for successful completeness of the project. Proper communication is essential among the team member [9]. All possible problems related to the project directly or indirectly should be discussed with the team, where the project is endangered and helps
the project manager to make possible solutions [10]. Each and every detail may be required to discuss with co-workers. The report of the work is essential to report in proper hierarchical structure.

D. Project Meetings

The manager should arrange meetings frequently among the project members. Recommendation for any additional task, alternation of processed must be approved by the house and manager may be accept the decision or may not depending on the situation.

The project manager frequently reviews the general progress of the work that constantly put input towards successfully complete the project [11]. Regular meeting overcome communication problems. Before the basic arrangements for the particular meeting it is required to organize meeting rooms, refreshments etc. Attendees of the meeting must be note for future reference. Send them to all relevant information, including agendas, papers, presentations and reports to attend to the meeting minutes forwarded to the head of the organization.

E. Documentation

It is also one important technique used in fact finding. For this process an user or the analyst must visit the organization or the system. It is generally a practical process. The analyst must observe and understand the flowing of documents and also how the system works [12]. Different strategy like work shift, number of the employee, instruments or equipment which are used to complete the project is also necessary to clarify to the management in documented way to avoid future conflict. A track development must be documents in every state, a start-up activity by the individual receiving the board until the final project work. This documentation will keep the project under control of the head of the organization. It will include the filing of documents in the library project to project. The auditor team may check anything that is accurately deposited by the project manager.

III. FUNCTION OF PROJECT OFFICER

Project manager may appoint project officer when the project load increase upon him [13]. In the case of big project more than one project officer may be appointed. Nowadays the recruitment, development and keeping of talent are very important in all company performance, and if organizations investment in talent management it’s not cause to enough and satisfaction to achieve desired level of talent pool [14]. The project officer for that project is to help the project officer to achieve the success of the project remains on them. Teamwork and communication among the different stack holder is an important criterion for successful project management. Different level of the work may vary from one project to another [15]. One can support a project called the assistant project officer and assistant project manager. Project officer also required to show excellent management skills and technical skills. Successful project management skill leads the project towards its complete.

The project officer must keeps a list of potential hazards for each project, paying attention to the danger the document has called them to register [16]. The items listed in the project registers depends on the manager decision, project officer may note additional items apart from them for the betterment of the project. It helps keep under control the cost of the project by observing the problems that need to be built into the floor so that it costs the project minimized [17].

Recommendation for the assistance of the project manager is depended in the two major phases, first phase start-up phase and the project run as soon as possible (primarily during the initial planning plan) for the category of risks and risks identification, monitoring and control of ongoing projects in the second phase for active risk management.

Project office arranges board meeting with members of the project, which is responsible for overall project success [18].

Another important roles of the project officer handle the efficiently in absent of the project manager. In the case of the non arability of the project offer project manager have to do all task of the project officer.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is a general demand that the project must complete in time and on budget. The project manager frequently reviews the general progress of the work. As an important member of the project team, maintain good relationships with co-workers, understands everyone's work and they are able to complete in time. The future work will include study of the different projects and identify various hazard indicators.
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